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Abstract,

An exciting scientific component of the Pathfinder mission is the rover, which will act as

a mini-field geologist by providing us with access to samples for chemical analyses and close-up

images of the Martian surface, performing act ivc experiments to modify the the surface and

study the results, and exploring the landing site area. Structures, textures and fabrics revealed in

the rover camera images will provide a bounty of geologic information, which can bc put in the

larger context of geologic features seen in IMP (Jmagcr for Mars Pathfinder) images, Ten rover

technology experiments will improve our understanding of “soil” properties (grain size, bulk

density, friction angle, cohesion, and conlpressibi]ity),  by contributing information not provided

by the other Pathfinder instruments. Unplanned opportunities and activities are also likely to

provide valuable science information, such as examination of any slumped or eroded “soil” that

has been piled up by the rover wheels, and examination of overturned rocks. Using its ability to

activcl y explore and experiment, the rover will fil 1 in key gaps in our understanding of the

landing site.

introduction

The Microrover  (or rover, for brevity) is cssentia]  to the achievement of the major

scientific goals of the Pathfinder mission because it carries the device (an Alpha Proton X-ray

Spcctromcter  or APXS) that will analyze rocks and other surface materials, Scientific yield may

bc greater than that possible from a fixed platform, like a Viking lander, bccausc of the large

area accessible to the rover. The area available to a Viking surface sampler was about  12 n12

[Crouch, 1977], but the area available to the rover is greater than approximately 300 n12.

Scientific contributions of the rover will go WC]] beyond the transportation of the APXS bccausc
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it ismobilc,  carries three camcras, and interacts with surfacc materials. Viking camcrasvicwed

the immediate Martian scenes with high-resolution (0.040/pixel) from fixed platforms, but at

large distances, where spatial resolution diminished, exciting landforms  could bc seen [Binder et

al., 1977; Mutch  et al., 1977]. The rover could have driven to these landforms  and viewed thcm

firsthand and close-up (Figure 1). A wide variety of soillike  materials were sampled and

analyzed for inorganic chemical elements by the Viking landers [Clark et al., 1982], but other

interesting soillike  materials were beyond the reach of the surface samplers (Figure 2). The

rover could  have driven to these other materials, examined thcm, and analyzed their elemental

chemistry with the APXS. Rocks were never anal yzcd by the Viking landers [Clark et al.,

1982], but the rover will carry the APXS to rocks for such analyses (Figure 3). This is exciting.

‘J’he rover will provide great flexibility in the science that can bc accomplished; the choices of

where to send the rover and what to command the rover to do can be tailored to the actual

landing site. There will be other scientific contributions because the wheels of the rover will

deform and alter soillike  materials so that their physical-mechanical properties can bc estimated,

its cameras will view surfaces at higher spatial resolutions than the IMP (Imager for Mars

Pathfinder) camera aboard the fixed platform of the lander, and its cameras will view surfaces

that are inaccessible to the IMP.

might even climb to the rim of a

Depending on the terrain and the location of the 1 MP, the rover

crater and see to greater distances than the 1 MP camera so that

locations within the site can be established (Figure 3). The two forward cameras will provide

images for stereoscope and measurements, while the aft camera will provide spectral

information. Most, if not all, of the technology experiments that arc p] anned are of scientific

interest, Formation of piles of surface materials and excavations by the rover wheels will create

topographic configurations and materials that are no longer in equilibrium with the current
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coli m environment so that the chances of detection of erosion by the wind will be increased

[e.g. Arvidson et al., 1983; Moore, 1985].

Rover missions, objcctivcs,  and requirements are not the same as those of the lander.

lnitia]ly,  rover operations will probably be within 10 meters or less of the lander. Duration of

the Primary Mission is 7 SOIS (Martian days) and the Primary Mission objectives are: (1) exit the

lander as early as practical from analysis of monochromatic stereoscopic panoramas from IMP,

(2) send initial vehicle performance and technology experiment data to the lander;  (3) move a

few meters and send more vehicle performance and technology experiment data to the lander,

(4) acquire images showing the condition of the lander and transmit them, (5) acquire images at

the end of daily traverses for navigation purposes,. ,.or.. encounter, acquire, and transmit an

image or images of a rock or “soil” patch for subsequent APXS analysis, (6) deploy APXS on a

(or the imaged) rock or “soil” patch for 1 to 10 hours duration (may occur at night) for chemical

analysis, (7) query the APXS for final data and transmit interim and final data to the lander, and

(8) traverse diverse terrains and send vehicle performance and technology cxpcrirncnt  data to the

lander. The duration goal of the Extended Mission is 30 SOIS (Martian days), but a longer

duration is possible. Extended Mission objectives are like those of the Primary Mission, but

they also include exploration of diverse terrains on Mars well beyond the lander - perhaps as far

as a few hundred meters, For example, the rover could go to the elevated rim of an impact

crater, view the distant terrain, provide information on its location, and examine and analyze

rocks that were once deeply buried (Figure 3).

Below, the Rover Team bricfl y: (1) describes the salient characteristics of the rover and

its cameras, (2) discusses physical -mechanical properties of surface materials, (3) suggests how

some of the physical-mechanical properties may be cst i mated, (4) discusses structures, fabrics,
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and textures in rocks and soillike  materials, (5) outlines the technical experiments and their

values, and (6) speculates about unplanned opportunities and natural situations where the rover

may contribute to our understanding of Mars.

Rover

The rover is carried from Earth to the surface of Mars in a stowed condition on one of

the Pathfinder lander petals. After landing, lander-petal deployment, and airbag retraction, the

rover and ramps are released by pyrotechnic devices and then the rover rotates its wheels to

reach its fu] 1 dimensions and achicvc  a deployed configurate ion. It then drives down the ramps to

the Mars surface and begins its mission (Figure 4), Power is supplied by a solar array backed up

by primary batteries. All primary objectives can be accomplished during sunlit hours with a

functioning solar panel and dead batteries. Alternately, primary objectives can be accomplished

with good bat teries and a nonfunctioning  solar panel. Rover components not designed to

survive ambient Mars temperatures are contained in the warm electronics box. The warm

electronics box is insulated with solid silica aerogcl,  coated with low emissivity  paints, and

heated under computer control, Mass, dimensions and other characteristics of the rover arc

given in Table 1.

Six wheels powered by six separate motors, four steerable wheels powered by four

separate motors, and the rocker-bogie system form a versatile rover that can turn around in-place

and climb stairs with risers somewhat greater than the diameter of a wheel. Wheel motors

deliver torques that greatly exceed those required to move the rover up steep slopes. Because

the wheels are separate] y powered, the rover can rotate some wheels with the others locked so

that a variety of tasks using the wheels can be accomplished. Among the tasks are wheel

I
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spinning, skidding, plowing, and trenching. ]n the unlikely event that the landing site is

contaminated by materials from the descent rocket exhausts or airbags  (A1203, NHdCl, and C

soot), the rover will be able to locate rock faces that are uncontaminated and excavate to expose

fresh soillike  materials.

There are three cameras aboard the rover. Two broadband monochrome cameras me

located on the forward part of the rover, A third camera is located on the aft part of the rover

near the APXS, The aft camera has a pixel array that allows imaging in three colors, yielding

some information on the surface materials. For every 4 x 4 block of 16 pixels on this color

camera, 12 are green, 2 are red, and 2 are infrared. Color calibration patches along the edge of

the solar panel (see Figure 4a) will be used to corroborate spectral calibration of the IMP

camera, and images of the same patch of “soil” or rock by both IMP and the aft rover camera

will allow calibration of the spectral response of the rover camera. Although 1 MP has much

better spectral resolution than the rover color camera, the rover camera images will have better

spatial resolution under some conditions. The forward cameras will provide stereoscopic

information on surface configurations at fine scales, Characteristics of the cameras arc given in

Table 2,

Vehicle control is provided by an integrated set of computing and power distribution

electronics. The computer performs input/output to about 70 sensor channels and it services such

devices as the cameras, motors, and experiment electronics.

through the on/off switching of the drive or steering motors.

Motion control is accomplished

An average of motor encoder (drive)

or potentiometer (steering) readings determines when to switch off the motors. When motors are

off, the computer conducts a proximity and hazard detection function, using its laser striping and

camera system to determine the presence of obstacles in its path. The vehicle is steered



autonomously to avoid obstacles but continues to seek the commanded location. While stopped,

the computer also updates its measurement of distance traveled and heading using the average of

the number of turns of the wheel motors and an on-board gyroscope. This provides an estimate c)f

progress to the commanded location and distance to the lander.

Command and telemetry is provided by UHF radio modems on the rover and lander.

Duril~g  the day, the rover regularly requests transmission of any conmands  sent from earth and

stored on the lander. When commands are not available, the rover transmits any telemetry

collected during the last interval between communication sessions. The telemetry received by the

lander is stored and forwarded to the earth. in addition, the communication system is used to

provide a ‘heartbeat’ signal during vehicle driving. While stopped, the rover sends a signal to the

lander. Once acknowledged by the lander, the rover proceeds to the next stopping point along its

t ravcrsc.

Commands for the rover are generated and anal ysis of telemetry is performed at the rover

control workstation, which is a Silicon Graphics computer and a part of the Mars Pathfinder

ground control operation. At the end of each sol of rover traverse, IMP takes a stereo image of the

vehicle in the terrain. Those images, portions of a terrain panorama, and supporting images from

the rover cameras are displayed at the control station. The operator is able to designate points in

the terrain on the displayed images. These points serve as target locations for rover traverses. ]n

addition, the operator can use a model of the vehicle which, when overlaid on the image of the

vehicle, measures location and heading, This information is transferred into the command file to

be sent to the rover on the next sol to direct the rover to the ncw target locations and correct any

navigation errors.

The APXS deployment mechanism (ADM) is mounted on the rear of the rover, and will
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allow p] acement  of the APXS sensor head against rocks and soil. Its flexible wrist and n~otor-

drivcn  parallel-link arm align the head to within 20° of surfaces on rocks as high as 29 cm and

on soil as low as 5 cm below the bottom of the rover rear wheels, The ADM can bc deployed to

surfaces tilted as much as 45° from the nominal orientation of the sensor head face, which

ranges from vertical for a high rock to horizontal for a flat soil. When the ADM bumper ring is

placed against a solid surface, the APXS sensor head detectors arc 5 cm away from the surface,

inside a cylindrical ring behind the bumper. Penetration of the ring into a soillike  material will

reduce this distance. The signals from three pairs of light emitting diodes and phototransistors,

on spring-loaded plungers behind the bumper, will provide feedback to the rover to indicate

when to stop the moving the ADM as it is being positioned against the surface with forces

typically between 0.5 and 3.0 N.

Surface Materials

A primary goal of the Rover Team is to understand the physical-mechanical properties of

the surface materials, their topographic expressions, and their abundances, bccausc  they are

important factors that affect rover mobility and surface operations. These same factors control

the responses of the materials to geologic processes, are the result of past and current geologic

processes, and produce the bulk remote-sensing signatures of the landing site. in this section,

wc briefly review some physical-mechanical properties of natural materials, Other topics are

discussed later.

The physical-mechanical properties of interest are: (1) grain characteristics (size,

distribution of sizes, shape, etc.), (2) density, (3) cohesion, (4) friction angle, and (5)

compressibility. Soillike materials and rocks are conlposed  of rock, mineral, and/or rnineralloid
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grains that are held together by interparticle forces or by cementing substances and pore spaces

between the grains. The ~in size of a material may range from micrometer to dekmctcr

sizes. The grains may bc well sorted, as in some sands, or poorly sorted, as in ejects from

impact craters; they may be rounded, as in stream cobbles, or angular, as in talus. When the

intcrpartic]c forces are negligible and cementation absent, the material is cohesionless,  as in dry

beach sand. When aggregates of small grains are held together by moderate intcrpartic]e  forces

with various magnitudes or cements, cohesive clods of various strengths and sizes are formed,

as in garden and natural soils. Similarly, rocks are made of grains held together by strong forces

and, often, with very little pore space bet wecn the grains. Density is the mass of a material pcr

unit volume. in the case of natural materials, the term tMI_k_d.ens& is used because they are

usually made of grains and/or rock fragments with different densities and variable amounts of

pore space between the grains and fragments. For example, a rock composed of mineral grains

that have densities of 2600 to 3000 kg/n13 may have a bulk density of 2700 kg/n~3.  When the

rock is broken into fragments and poured into a container, new open spaces or pores are formed

between the rock fragments and the resulting bulk density could be about 1600 to 1700 kg/n13.

Porosity and void ratio are quantities related to grain and bulk densities, Porosity is the volume

fraction of pores in the material and void ratio is the ratio of the volume of pores and solid

grains [see for example, Hough, 1957, p. 32]. cohelioll  and ficjon.angk  arc parameters that

describe the strength of rocks and soillike  materials. The criteria for mechanical failure of these

materials may be described by the Mohr-Coulonlb law [Terzaghi,  1948]:

T= TO+(S-P)tan@,

where: T is the shear stress parallel to the plane of failure, TO is the cohesion, S is the stress

normal to the plane of failure, P is the pore pressure, and @ is the friction angle. Tan ~ is the
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coefficient of friction. Cohesion is related to cementation and forces between the grains and

fragments of’ the material. Pore pressure effects (P) for the rover on Mars are probabl  y

negligible bccau se the rover moves S1OWI y and the atmospheric pressure at the surface of Mars

is 7 or so millibars. Compressibility is the relation between applied load and void ratio [see

Hough, 1957, pp. 97-121] and is a function of the initial properties and history of the material.

For soil like materials, the mechanical properties maybe interrelated. Mitchell et al. [1972]

found that the coefficient of friction and cohesion of their lunar surface simulant  (ground basalt)

increase with increasing bulk density.

To a first order, wc expect that the surface materials on Mars will be like those on Earth

[e.g. Moore et al., 1982, 1987]. On Earth, rocks, such as dense basalts  and granites, commonly

have bulk densities near 2500 to 2900 kg/m3, friction angles near 40° to 60°, and cohcsions  that

are measured in MPa; they are incompressible for practical purposes. Cohesive soillikc

materials commonly have bulk densities near 1200 to 1800 kg/m3, friction a!lgles near 25° to

40°, and cohcsions that arc measured in kPa and fractions of a kPa; they arc compressible; small

friction angles arc possible when bulk densities arc small, Sands conmonl  y have bulk densities

near 1700 kg/n13, friction angles near 34° to 45°, and moderate compressibilitics (sand may

dilate when deformed). Loose, dry sand is cohcsionless,  but sand may have a shear strength

intercept, analogous to cohesion, that is a function of the grain si zc of the sand [Seed and

Goodman, 1964].

Est ima~ing J%ysical-Mecl]anical  Properties

in this section, Viking and lunar experience will be used to illustrate possible ways to

estimate some physical-mechanical properties. The usc of the rover and IMP lander cameras are
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essential to achieving these estimates.

Grain sizes.  There are no instruments aboard Pathfinder that are specifically designed

to measure grain size, but much of the information will come from the rover and IMP cameras.

]n particular, sizes and shapes of grains, fragments, and rocks can be determined by direct

viewing if they are large enough. In order to fully resolve clods, grains, and fragments in the

images, experience has shown that they must be about three to five times larger than the pixel

size of the camera. With these criteria, the 1 MP camera (0.0570/pixel resolution) should be able

to resolve fragments 0.68 to 1,1 cm across at a range of 2,26 m and 3 to 5 cm across at 10 m.

The rover cameras should be able to resolve fragments about 0.6 to 1,0 cm across at a nominal

range of 0.65 m, but closer viewing of the surface near the wheels could reduce these sizes by

four-tenths and special situations (such as close-up views of a rock 20-cm high) could reduce

these values by as much as one-tenth. Comparison of Figures 5 and 6 demonstrates the

improved clarity of rock roughness and texture at a distance of 25 cm (0.7 mm/pixel image

resolution) over that at 40 cm. interpretations and measurements will be enhanced by

stereoscopic viewing, measurements, and spectral information,

Viking showed that the soillike  materials sampled by the Gas Exchange cxpcrimcnt had

specific surfaces consistent with grain sizes near a few microns [ Oyama and 13crdahl,  1977;

Ballou  et al., 1978], but physical sizes could have been near 10pm [Moore and Jakosk  y, 1989].

This size is much too small to view directly with the IMP and rover cameras. However,

constraints can be placed on the grain size by observing how the materials react to the wheels of

the rover and the bumper of the APXS deployment mechanism, Tracks in poorly sorted

compacted sand exhibit tread marks that are difficult to see with the rover camera (Figure 7a).

Dry beach sands will form V-shaped ruts with elevated rims and surfaces that appear dull and
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diffuse in the images, in contrast, compressible soillikc  materials composed chiefly of silt- al}d

clay-size grains will form ruts with steep walls that contain smooth, reflective areas of

compacted material (Figure 7b). The grain size of the lunar rcgolith  was constrained in this way

during the unmanned Surveyor Lander Program [Christensen et al,, 1967] and Viking reaffirms

the validity of the approach [Moore et al,, 1987], The deployment of the APXS onto the surface

will produce indentations that can be interpreted in similar ways (Figure 8).

Bulk density. Like grain size, there is no Pathfinder instrument specifically designed to

measure densities. Grain densities might be estimated on the basis of mineralogies inferred

from APXS chemical analyses. Bulk densities pose differenf problems because porosities,  as

well as grain densities, must be known. Bulk densities inferred for rocks might be reasonable

bccausc their porosities tend to be low and inspection of them could provide an estimate of

porosity. Soillike  materials are another matter because they are often fine-grained  and porous,

However, bulk densities of soillkc  materials might be constrained because their friction angles

tend to correlate directly with bulk density [Mitchell et al., 1972]; moderate] y dense soil like

materials have friction angles near 30-40°, whereas low density soil like materials have smaller

friction angles.

Friction angle. Friction angle might be estimated in two ways. In the first,

simultaneous solutions of the Mohr-Coulon~b  equation for friction angle (and cohesion) using

forces or stresses derived from wheel torques for two or more loading conditions might be used

(see 13asic  soil mechanics under Technology Experiments). For Viking, plowing theory

[McKyes and Ali, 1977] was applied to the geometry of sample trenches and surface

deformations in front of the sampler to estimate friction angles with reasonable results [Moore et

al., 1982, 1987] (Figure 9). Analogous experiments may be possible with the rover, but forces



exerted on the materials will normally be limited by the rover weight and the properties of the

materials. Expected motor torques are listed in Table 1, and the measurement resolution will be

on the order of 0.2 N-m or better. Like Viking, the IMP and rover cameras provide the image

pairs for stereometric measurements of experimental conditions and surface deformations.

Cohesion. Like friction angle, cohesion can be also obtained by simultaneous solutions

of the Mohr-Coulomb  equation usit~g forces estimated from wheel torques and images for two

or more loading conditions. in a second method, wheel torques are combined with the friction

angle using plowing theory [McKyes and Ali, 1977] to calculate cohesion [Moore et al., 1982,

1987]. Again, forces will normal] y be constrained by the weight of the rover and the materials.

Compressibility. Compressible materials arc found at the surfaces of the Earth’s moon

and Mars. For the Moon, this is illustrated by Astronaut bootprints [Scott et al., 1970] and, for

Mars, by rjm]ess pits produced by the impact of engine exhaust debris in drift material. The

rover, with a mass of 10.5 kg, will weigh about 39 N and exert stresses near 2 kPa when forces

are allotted equally to each wheel with a bearing area near 6 cm on an edge -2 kPa is about 0.3

times load on an Astronaut boot on the MOOII [Costes  et al,, 1969].

Structures, Textures, and K’ahics  of Rocks and Soillike  Materials

Observations of rocks, close-up, offer exciting possibilities for making new discoveries

about Mars because structures, textures, and fabrics will provide information on the geological

histories of the rocks [e.g., Lahcc,  1941; Compton  1962], landing site, and Mars. Structures,

such as vesicles, bands, laminations, fractures, and joints in igneous rocks and bedding, layers,

open-fractures, and joints in sedimentary rocks, may be visible. Angles between the shear

fractures in rocks could be measured using stereomctry  and friction angles inferred from them.
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Similarly, the open-fractures in drifts, cross-laminations in drif[s and dunes, and layers of crust

in soillike  materials, like those observed by the Viking landers, can bc inspected in detail.

Observations will be enhanced by stereoscopic viewing (Figure 6) and spectral information. At

ranges near 25 cm, the resolution of rover camera images will be 0,8 nml/pixel.  Under certain

conditions, surfaces of both rocks and soillike  materials can be observed with resolutions as

small as about 1.2 mm. This resolution offers the possibility of recognizing very coarse graincd

and porphyritic igneous rocks, breccias,  conglomerates, coarse-grained  sandstones, and a host of

other text ures [ Lahec, 194 1; Compton 1962]. In some cases, fabrics such as crystallinit  y or

packing schemes may be recognizable. inferences about minerals from color, crystal shape, and

cleavage might even be possible for large euhcdral  tryst als. For volcanic rocks, textures and

mineralogical constraints could disclose information about the crystallization history and the

nature of the eruption. Recognition of a sedimentary rock on Mars would have important

implications for paleoclimatc and potential fossil life, and this could bc done with the rover

cameras. Close-up views of rocks could be achieved by placing the cameras near vertical rock

faces and close-up views of soillike  materials could be achieved by digging into the materials to

lower the cameras toward the surface. Excavations by the rover also offer a way to examine

layers and crusts in soillike  materials.

Technology Experiments

Most of the technology experiments will make substantial contributions to the science

objectives of the Pathfinder Mission either directly or indirectly. There arc ten technology

experiments: (1) Terrain characterization, (2) Basic soil mechanics, (3) Sinkage in each “soil”

t ypc, (4) Wheel abrasion, (5) Material adherence, (6) Thermal characterization, (7) UHF link
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effectiveness, (8) Vehicle performance, (9) Dead reckoning and path reconstruction, and (10)

Vision sensor performance.

Terrain characterization (L. Matthics,  B. Wilcox). The objective of this experiment is

to determine terrain feature classes (“soils,” rocks, hills, etc.) as well as statistical size and

location distributions of the feature classes using  rover and IMP images, Although oriented

toward rover operations, the results from this experiment will be of extreme scientific interest

because areal distributions and topographic configurations of “soils,” rocks, hills, etc. partly

control the responses of the surface materials to geologic processes, reflect past and current

geologic conditions on Mars, and are responsible for the bulk remote sensing signatures of the

landing site.

Basic soil mechanics and sinkage  in each soil type (D. Bickler,  H. Eisen). This

experiment will evaluate the mechanical properties of the Martian surface matcri als (such as

“soil” energy loss, shear strength, sinkage, shear strel~gth as a function of sinkage, adhesion, and

abrasion) using the results of the Vehicle Perfornlance experiment and rover and IMP images.

Experimental techniques include measuring vehicle performance (motor torque, bogic  positions,

etc.) during traverses and special experiments. C)ne such experiment will involve rotating one

wheel while others are held fixed, and deriving “soil” shear force from the measurements.

Sinkage is obtained from IMP images of rover tracks and material abrasion wheel patches and

from rover images of a wheel in the “soil.” Deployments of the APXS to the “soil” will also

leave ring-shaped marks in the “soil,” which can be studied with rover and IMP images.

Like the previous experiment, results from this experiment have great scientific value

because the mechanical properties of the surface materials partly control the response of the

surface to geologic processes, are the results of recent and past geologic processes, and produce
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the remote-sensing signatures of the site. During the wheel rotation experiments, the wheels

will dig into the surface materials and may expose layers and crusts.

Wheel abrasion (D. Fcrguson, J. Kolccki,  S. Stevenson). This experiment will assess

abrasive wear on a rover wheel using thin films of Al, Ni, and Pt, (200~ - 1000~) deposited on

black, anodized Al strips that are attached to the rover wheel. As the rover moves across the

Martian surface, a photocell will monitor changes in film reflectivity, These changes will

indicate the amount of abrasion of the metal films by Martian surface materials. Data on wear

will be accumulated. in a special experiment, all of the rover wheels will locked to hold the

rover stationary while the test wheel is rotated and digs into the surface in order to provide more

severe conditions than simple rolling. Laboratory experiments using terrestrial materials and a

rover wheel  will be used to evaluate the results.

Results will contribute to our knowledge of the surface materials. Marked abrasion will

indicate materials composed of hard, possibly sharp] y edged grains. Lack of abrasion would

suggest soft materials, Such knowledge may contribute to an understanding of erosion

processes on Mars.

Materia]  adherence (G. Landis, L. Obcrle,  S. Stevenson). The goal of this experiment

is to measure the change in performance of the solar array caused by dust deposition on the

array [1.andis et al., 1995]. The experiment employs a reference solar cell with a memory-metal

actuated transparent dust cover. Comparison of the output of the reference solar cell with and

without the transparent dust cover will be a measure of the degradation of the array due to dust

deposition. The expected obscuration, at an optical depth of 1, is 0.226% per day [1.andis,

1994]. The actual obscuration will be proportional to the amount of dust in the atmosphere.

The quartz crystal monitor provides a measure of the mass of dust deposited. The exposed
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surface is coated with a thin adhesive layer to promote adherence of dust to the surface. The

oscillation frequency of the quartz crystal changes as mass is deposited on its surface. The

sensitivity is 0.1 ng/cn12 with 10 ng/cn12 drift. Expected atmospheric dust deposition (1.7-5 p<~

cn12/day) is well above the sensitivity and drift. Maximum loading is about 5.4 n@cn12  and

corresponds to 1,000 days of operation,

Here, direct measurement of dust deposition from the atmosphere would be of

fundamental scientific interest. Separation of dust deposition from rover operations and the

atmosphere may be difficult, however. Estimates of bulk densities of the deposited dust may

constrain the grain sizes of the dusts.

Thermal characterization (D. Braun,  H. Eisen,  L.-C. Wen). The rover has thirteen

temperature sensors; seven are internal and six are external to the warm electronics box. In this

experiment, temperature will be monitored during both day and night each sol to track the

thermal characteristics of the vehicle. Analyses of the data may yield information beyond that

intended, such as thermal conditions on sunlit or shaded sides of large rocks or the thermal

properties of the surface materials. in addition, the temperature measurements, given the

distribution on the solar panel, cameras and wheels of the rover, will provide estimates of sk y,

atmosphere, and ground temperatures (respectively), supplementing those measurements taken

at the lander for determining atmospheric structure and meteorology.

LJHF link effectiveness (L. vanNicuwstadt,  H. Stone). The radio signal strength and

noise will be monitored as a function of distance between the rover and lander, for various

conditions of terrain occlusion and temperature (of the equipment). This experiment will

provide measurement of the performance of the radio modems (e.g., bit error rate).

Vehicle performance (A. Mishkin, H. Stone). In this experiment, all engineering status



data will bc logged with time tags. These data are collected chiefly to support the other

technology experiments, providing measurements of trends and status as part of dctcrminillg

vehicle performance. This includes measurements of solar array power output, voltage and

current from the batteries, voltage and current from the power regulation equipment,

tcmpcraturc, data transfer performance (between the rover and lander), inertial sensor and

location estimation, and motor performance. During traverses, the rover also measures steering

and bogie potentiometers, wheel encoder counts, motor current, hazard/obstacle detection from

the canlera/laser  system and contact sensor state, Sampling is normally every ten minutes

during the day and every hour at night. During traverses, the rover samples data every two

seconds.

The outputs of this experiment are essential to the other experiments and scientific

analyses. in particular, the solar array power output is monitored through three measurements:

open cell voltage, shorted circuit cell current, and temperature. These cells and a temperature

sensor are mounted on the solar panel and sampled during a given sol. An on-board algorithm

estimates the power available from the solar panel, allowing the rover to determine if there is

sufficient power available to exccutc  a command. The history of these panel performance

measurements and measurements from the rover’s material adherence experiment and cameras,

can bc used in an experiment to measure Mars mass properties. If the rover survives until the

first solar eclipse by Phobos in October, 1997, it can be used along with the IMP camera and

solar panels on the lander to monitor change in solar flux as a precise function of time during the

eclipse, These measurements, along with tracking data for the lander, can be used to constrain

the spin pole and tidal dissipation rate of Mars.

l)cad reckoning and path reconstruction (L. Matthies,  B. Wilcox). The objective of
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this experiment is to determine the error in the rover on-board position estimator by comparing

predicted vehicle positions with positions derived from the dead reckoning sensors (wheel

encoders and gyroscope) and with the positions determined by the end-of-sol lander image. The

data taken during traverses, in particular the measurements from the hazard avoidance system,

will allow reconstruction of the path traversed by the vehicle as a function of terrain. This

experiment may contribute to our understanding of the surface materials by giving estimates of

wheel slippage.

Vision sensor performance (L, Matthies,  B. Wilcox). Engineering telemetry gathered

during traverses are the primary means for the evaluation of the camera and sensor systems used

for navigation and hazard avoidance. II] support of these engineering measurements, the rover

and 1 MP cameras will image the tracks produced by the vehicle in the “soil” after traverses.

These images, taken once per sol, can bc correlated with the vehicle telemetry and the

reconstructed paths to develop and refine the hazard avoidance and navigation algorithms used

on the rover.

LJnplanncd Opportunities and Natural Situations

The rover can exploit a variety of unplanned opportunities and natural situations.

Although it is difficult to anticipate the opportunities and situations in advance, wc illustrate five

possibilities with Pathfinder and Viking experiences below.

Retraction of the airbags after landing may present unplanned opportunities for the

rover. During airbag tests on a simulated Martian surface at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

some rocks were dragged along the surface and formed small trenches with elevated rims in the

cohesionless granular materials of the test bed. A large rock, perhaps one-half meter across, was



rotated toward the lander so that both the originally buried rock and covered soillikc  material

surfaces were exposed; such surfaces on Mars would have been available for inspection by the

rover cameras and analyses with the APXS. Similar size large rocks that were displaced by the

Viking landers had ledges of crust adhering to them [Moore et al., 1987]. Another related

opportunity may arise if small roeklets  are overturned by the rover wheels, allowing

examination of their undersides,

During traverses, the rover will inadvertently create topographic configurations and

disturbed materials that are no longer in equilibrium with present-day wind conditions so that

wind erosion will be facilitated. Like the Viking landers, the rover can create such

configurations and materials intentionally. Among the Viking configurations were the sample

trenches and their elevated tailings and conical piles of disturbed soillike  materials intentionally

placed among and atop rocks. After some 1742 SOIS, winds at the Mutch  Memorial Station

(MMS or Lander 1) modified and demolished conical piles, leveled tailings rims around

trenches, moved cm-size clods or rocks, scoured trench walls, and created miniature wind tails

with orientations unlike those of the preexisting windtails  [Arvidson et al., 1983; Moore, 1985].

The rover can also excavate similar trenches and construct similar piles of disturbed soillikc

materials.

Two miniature landslides on steep slopes of drift material are among the puzzling

features that formed at the MMS [Jones et al., 1979].

involved because the first and closest one was hidden

Little is known about the relief and slopes

to camera 2 by the housing of camera 1

(Figure 10). The second was too far away for estimates [Moore et al., 1987]. For the rover,

there are at least two possibilities. First, it could drive to a miniature landslide, if onc occurs,

orient its cameras, and acquire images to measure the slopes in order to constrain failure
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conditions. Compositions of both the run-out and scar could be separately dcternlined  by the

APXS. A second possibility would be to drive to the crest of a small steep slope and initiate a

miniature landslide if such favorable slopes are present at the landing site.

Another possible active experiment for the rover would help determine if Martian rocks

are (or are not) covered with a weathering rind that can bc removed or scratched. At a rock with

suitable access to the rover wheel cleats, the rover wheels could be rotated while pressed against

a surface of the rock. images by the rover and lander could reveal the effects of the wheels.

If IMP images indicate a sufficient covering of dust on a ramp magnet that is accessible

to the rover after a few weeks of mission operations, the rover could return to the ramp and

deploy the APXS sensor head onto the dusty magnet. A comparison of the composition of this

dust (especially Ti and Fe) with nearby “soil” on the ground may help constrain the mineralogy

of the magnetic portion of the dust and “soil.”

Summary

The six-wheeled 10.5 kg Microrovcr will carry out a wide variety of experiments around

the Pathfinder landing site. The primary rover mission is 7 Martian days, and the extended

mission is 30 days, but it may continue to operate even longer. Lengths of rover traverses may

be only a few meters the first week (nominal speed 0.4 nl/nlin),  but could reach tensor even

hundreds of meters if it survives longer. A robotic arm attached to the rear of the rover will

deploy the Alpha Proton X-ray Spectrometer to measure the chemical composition of rocks and

soillike  materials. Close-up images of the Martian surface will bc taken in stereo with two front

monochrome CCD cameras and in color (red, green, infrared) with a single rear CCD camera.

From distances of 25 cm, the resolution of rover camera images will be 0.8 nm~/pixel,  allowing

a detailed examination of structures, textures, and fabrics of rocks and “soil.”
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The rover team has planned a set of 10 technology experiments to study and assess rover

mobility for future exploration of M ars. Results from these experiments are of scientific interest

as well. The experiments planned are: (1) characterization of terrain feature t ypcs and their

distribution, (2) basic soil mechanics from wheel rotation, (3) sinkage in each soil type, (4)

abrasive wear of special patches on the wheels, (5) dust deposition on the top of the rover, (6)

temperature sensor readings, (7) UHF radio signal strength and noise, (8) vehicle perforn~ance,

including solar array power output, (9) dead reckoning and path reconstruction, and (10) vision

sensor and hazard avoidance performance.

In addition, there will bc unplanned opportunities and natural situations that the rover

can utilize, such as the investigation of rocks overturned during airbag retraction; monitoring

trenches, natural slopes, and piles of “soil” for slumping or wind erosion; scraping a wheel

against a rock; returning to the lander to investigate the dust buildup on a ramp magnet; or

climbing to a crater rim for samples and views of distant landforms.  The Pathfinder Microrover

will bc exciting to watch and return valuable science information, as it interacts with

the Martian environment, obtains close-up images, and goes exploring,
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Figure Caplions

Figurel.  Drifts beyond thesample  field and about 10nlfron  ]theMMS(Mutc  hMcn~orial

Station or Lander l). Note open-fractures and cross-laminations. Therovcr  could drive todrifts

like these, excavate trenches, examine them, and place the APXS on them for analyses. (Viking

Frame 11 H080/582)

Figure 2. Ripple bedforms about 6.5 m from Lander 2 and 2.5 m beyond the sample field. Are

these bedforms composed of granules [Sharp and Malin, 1984] or very fine-grained  drift

material [Moore et al., 1987]? Is smal 1 pointed rock to right of bcdforms  a ventifact or a shatter

cone? Pointed rock is 0.2 m wide; rock beyond bcdforms  is 0.7 m wide. (Viking Frame

22H066/626)

Y’igure  3. Probable outcrop, possible active sand dune, and rim of impact crater with ejects

blocks near 3 m across; distances from the MMS are about 8, 15, and 80 m, respectively; impact

crater is about 180 m across and southeast of the MMS I Morris and Jones, 1980]. Rover

could drive to the outcrop, dune, and crater rim, examine them, and place  the APXS on the

materials for analyses. Materials excavated from the greatest depths are found on rims of

impact craters. Rover views from elevated crater rim would extend to distances beyond those of

the lander cameras and would permit location of the rim by resection, (Viking Frame 12C1 84/

246)

I’igure 4a. Oblique color photograph of the rover showing solar panel, rocker-bogie mobility

system, wheels, cameras, APXS deployment mechanism, and technology experiments.



Figure 4b. Sketch of the rover highlighting features in Figure 4a.
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]tigllre  5. ~ft front rover Catllera  View of sedin~etary rock surface with crystal-lined vugs,

taken from 25 cm (381 x 248 pixel subframc),  ‘I’his image is made up of three horizontal

segments, each taken with its own autocxposure  time, to limit dark current noise (which will not

be a problem at Mars temperatures).

Figure  6. Stereoscopic pair of same rock shown in Figure 5, from 40 cm taken with the

forward cameras of the rover (two214 x 173 pixel subframes),  Each image is made up of three

horizontal segments with separate autoexposure times. White spots are CCD blooming artifacts.

F’igurc  7. Rover tracks in poorly sorted well-compacted sand (left image) and fine-grained,

loose lunar- like material (right image), as viewed by the left front rover camera (300x 190

pixel subframes). Each image is made up of two horizontal segments with separate

autoexposure times.

Figure 8. Rear rover camera image of the bumper-ring impression in lunar-like material, after

deployment and retraction of the deployment mechanism for the Alpha Proton X-ray

Spectrometer (250 x 170 pixel subframe).  Although the flight rover will have a color rear

camera, this image was squired with the flight spare rover using a monochrome version of the

rear color camera. Scale bar is the same as shown in Figure 5. Some of the impression is

obscured by the rover itself, but this image shows the scene viewed by the rear camera after

retracting the APXS deployment mechanism without moving the rover. Each image is made up
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of two horizontal segments with separate autocxposure  times.

l’igure  9. Trench excavated by sampler of Viking Lander 2. Note prismatic clods of deformed

cloddy  material. Rover may produce similar deformations of sulfate materials, Trench is about

7 cm wide, (Viking Frame 21 C044/057)

Jigurc  10, Miniature landslide at base of rock about 8-10 m from the MMS. Note scarp, scar,

and runout which span about 0.5 m, Landslide is hidden to camera 2 by camera 1 so that

stereoscopic measurements are not possible, but the rover could have positioned itself for

stereoscopic image pairs of landslide and placed the APXS for separate analyses of scar and

runout. (Viking Frame 11 D095/297)
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Table 1. Rover characteristics

Deployed dimensions

Length 65 Clll

Width 48 cm

Height 30 cm

Mass of rover and payload 10.5 kg

Approx. weight on Mars 38.8 N

Nominal nlass/wheel pair

Front (24.33%) 2,6 kg

Middle (37.52%) 3.9 kg

Rear (38.35%) 4.0 kg

Speed

Nominal 0.4 nl/nlin

Rough terrain 0.25 nl/nlin

Turning 7 dc@ec

Wheels (six)

diameter 13 cm

width 6 cm

Motor torque/wheel (@ 15.5V)

nominal small

rough terrain l.ONnl
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stall 8.2 N m (O deg C) - 12.4N m (-80 deg C)

Array Power (13 strings of 185.5 mil GaAs cells)

peak power 15.8 W (noon array alone)

30 W (battery and array@ 9 V)

Energy Storage (3 strings of 3 LiThCl  cells)

Beginning of life 150 W-hr

Power Drawn by the rover

nominal 8.0 W (-40 deg C)

rough terrain 15.7 W(-80 dcg C)
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‘J’able 2. Camera characteristics - two forward and one aft.

Detectors Charge Coupled Device; 768 X 484 pixels

Lenses 4 mm focal length

Forward Camera Separation 12.56 Clll

Approx. height above surface 26 Clll

Fields of View (degrees)

Forward 127.5 (cross track)

94.5 (along track)

Aft 94.5 (cross track)

127.5 (along track)

Resolutions (rnrad, degrees)

Forward 2.897,0.166 (cross track)

3.409,0.195 (along track)

Aft 3.409,0.195 (cross track)

2.897,0.166 (along track)

Boresight angle (degrees)

Forward -22,5

Aft -41.4

Wavelength Sensitivity (rim)

Forward 830-890

Aft green pixel 500-600

Aft red pixel 600-750

Aft infrared pixel 700-800
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